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Abstract. Human translation process research analyzes the translation
behavior of translators such as, for instance, memory and search strate-
gies to solve translation problems, types of units that translators focus
on, etc. and determine the temporal (and/or contextual) structure of
those activities or describe inter- and intra personal variation.
Various models have been developed that explain translator’s behav-
ior in terms of controlled and uncontrolled workspaces and with micro-
and macro translation strategies. However, only few attempts have been
made to ground and quantify translation process models in empirical user
activity data. In order to close this gap, the paper elaborates a computa-
tional framework for a cognitive model of human translation. We inves-
tigate the structure of the translators keystroke and gaze data, discuss
possibilities for their classification and visualization and elaborate how
a translation model can be grounded and trained in the empirical data.
The insights gained from such a computational translation model does
not only enlarge our knowledge about human translation processes, but
has also the potential to enhance the design of interactive MT systems
and help interpret user activity data in human-MT system interaction.

1 Introduction

In the past years MT has become widely available, covering many lan-
guage pairs. 1 Development for new language pairs are increasingly short
[1] and the quality of the translation product increases based on the avail-
able resources and the similarity of the source and target languages.

However, to obtain high quality translations as e.g. for dissemina-
tion some kind of human intervention is necessary. In order to ensure
the required translations quality and simultaneously increase translation
production time, numerous technologies exist or are experimentally im-
plemented that ease human-machine interaction. A Machine Translation
(MT) system may either work in a batch process as is the case in MT

1 At the time of writing this paper the google translation tool offers 58 source and
target languages, which amounts to more than 3000 different language pairs.



post- or pre-editing (e.g. controlled language translation) or in an inter-
active modus. In the case of interactive rule-based MT, the user interfaces
of some MT systems (e.g. Systran, ProMT) allow the translator to extend
or modify the lexical databases of the system at translation time; other
systems interactively ask for disambiguation information [2] which may
be stored in a ”companion” file for late reuse [3]. Recent implementa-
tions of interactive data-driven MT systems experiment with translation
completion (TransType2, [4]) and translation options [5].

Whereas interactive rule-based MT systems ask for assistance to dis-
ambiguate the source text analyzes by providing linguistic knowledge of
the SL, interactive data-driven MT systems ask the translator to provide
or to disambiguate the TL, thereby putting the user into the center of
the translation process [4]. However, non of the approaches has yet lead
to all-satisfying approaches of human computer interaction.

In this paper we investigate the human translator who is supposed to
work with the machine to produce a translation. Current models of hu-
man translation processes describe elements of human cognitive processes
when they translate [6,7]. Those models aim at explaining and predicting
translation behavior of novice and experienced translators, types of units
that translators focus on, memory and search strategies to solve transla-
tion problems, etc. and how these strategies are acquired. However, up to
date no attempts have been made to ground and quantify such models
in empirical user activity data and to study these models in the light of
interactive MT.

In this paper we argue that in-depth empirically grounded knowledge
of human translation processes needs to be acquired and interpreted to
understand in detail how humans translate. The insights from empiri-
cal translation process research could then be carried over to the de-
sign of interactive MT systems and help interpret the user activity data
in a human-machine interaction. The long term aim of this work is to
complement computational models of human translation processes with
automated translation assistance, and to predict and validate human-
computer interaction based on empirical translator activity data.

To study the human translation behavior, we have collected student
and professional translator activity data, gaze and keyboard data, from
24 translations sessions. Each of the translations consist usually of three
phases which different translators realize to a different degree: a skimming
phase, where the translator gets familiar with the text and activates sub-
sets of the mental dictionary; a drafting phase where sequences of words



are read and translated in a loop process; and a revision phase, where the
translated text is re-read and revised.

The paper focusses on formalizing and modelling the drafting phase:
We fragment gaze and keyboard data into coherent units and analyze
the amount of their overlap. Novice translators generally have a larger
ST reading effort than experienced translators while experts show less
fragmented typing behavior. Cognitive theories explain the reduced ef-
fort of expert performance by a higher degree of automatization of the
mental processes, and the transformation of declarative knowledge into
procedural knowledge. This transformation makes mental space for the
experts’ superior analytical, creative, and practical skills, which allows
them to produce more fluent translations in shorter time and with lower
effort, a lower number of production units and more instances of divided,
or attention than novices do.

In section 2 we briefly outline current translation process theories
and section 3 describes the User Activity Data which we collect from our
translation experiments. We discuss the data structure of the user activity
data, their segmentation, classification and visualization and link this
with the available models of human translation processes. Section 4 gives
an overview of cognitive architectures and section 5 elaborates elements
of a computational framework for a cognitive model of human translation.
Section 5 describes two approaches for a computational model of human
translation processes, one based on ACT-R [8] and a statistical approach,
both of which simulate an instance of expert performance.

Local translation operators and macro-strategies continuously inter-
vene in the translation process and leave traces in the user activity data.
Future work aims at a refined framework of translation operators and the
quantification of their traces in the translation process data.

2 Models of Human Translation Processes

A distinction can be made between translation product research and
translation process research. Whereas translation product research and
comparative linguistics analyze the (differences between the) structure of
the source text and their translation, translation process research inves-
tigates the cognitive processes of human translation activities.

Lörscher [9] was one of the first researcher to use thinking aloud, which
according to him represents “a useful instrument to formulate hypotheses
on mental processes in general and about translation processes in particu-
lar”. Based on a number of translation experiments, he isolates five basic



translator types and a number of complex types which differ with re-
spect to how much the solution of a translation problem is automatized,
whether the translator requires search, whether a translation problem is
decomposed into smaller parts, and to what extent the translation prob-
lems can be verbalized. Lörscher finds that translators translating into
their native mother tongue use more automatized and less complex lin-
guistic strategies, while translators translating into their second language
more likely fragment the translation problems into smaller pieces, using
more complex translation strategies.

Lörscher [9] also shows that processing takes place at various levels
simultaneously. Translators process largely in syntactic units at the word,
phrase and clause level, but only very little at the sentence level. The
higher the translation expertise, the more translators work in bigger units
including the discourse level.

Höning [7] proposes a translation process model which makes the dis-
tinction between uncontrolled associative translation competence and a
controlled translation workspace in which micro- and macro strategies
are stored. The uncontrolled workspace is a necessary condition for the
production of translations, which is more developed in expert translators
and which is complemented by a controlled workspace. While the uncon-
trolled workspace activates frames and schemes from longterm memory
and generates a number of translations options, the controlled workspace
is acquired through extensive professional translation activities and serves
to choose appropriate translation (sub)strategies. Göpferich [6] comple-
ments this model with translation competence comprising:

1. psychomotor competence: reading, writing, typing: require cognitive
capacity

2. translation routine activation competence: recall and apply language-
pairspecific transfer operations

3. tools and research competence: use translationspecific conventional
and electronic tools

4. domain competence, such as terminological competence

5. communicative competence in the two languages: lexical, grammati-
cal, pragmatic knowledge in the languages

Students and bilinguals process more at word level while expert trans-
lators process more at clause or at the discourse level (7%). Translators
work retrospective-prospective creating a sense of context.



Fig. 1. The figure shows the number and durations of gaze fixation points accumu-
lated during 10 seconds of translation pause when starting to read the third English
sentence in the upper window. At this time the subject has already translated the
beginning of the text into Danish in the lower window.

Fig. 2. The translation progression graph plots activity data, keystroke and gaze
movements, in milli-seconds against word positions in the source text. The progression
graph shows a separation into skimming, drafting, and revision phases.



3 Analysis of Translators Activity Data

Within the CRITT, we have developed a method and a data acquisition
software, Translog2, with which translators’ activities (keystrokes and eye-
movements) can be recorded. This tool is now the most widely used tool
of its kind [10]. CRITT has also collected over the past years a substantial
amount of translation process data from numerous translation sessions.
The analysis of this data has given rise to more grounded translation
models and a novel understanding of the underlying human translation
processes [11].

As shown in figure 1, Translog separates the screen into two windows:
the source text is shown in the upper window while subjects type a trans-
lation into the lower window. Figure 1 also shows the accumulations of
fixation points (in blue) during the time span in which a translator reads
a source language sentence (“Although empathizing that . . . ”) and begins
producing (i.e. typing in) its translation.

A translation session (or parts of it) can be represented in translation
progression graphs as in figures 2, 3 and 4. The notion of progression graph

was introduced by Perrin [12] to conceptualize and visualize writing pro-
gression. A translation progression graph represents the gaze and typing
data in time. Translation progression graphs show where pauses and dele-
tions occurred, and how keystrokes and gaze activities were distributed
over time. It gives a general picture of how the translation developed, by
relating each activity to the ST which is being translated.

Human translators are usually trained to proceed in three phases:
skimming, drafting and revision. These phases are clearly visible in the
translation progression graph in figure 2. In the skimming (or orienta-
tion) phase, the translator gets acquainted with the material, discovers
the meaning of the source text, detects difficult terms, and may search
for possible translations; in the drafting phase the actual translation is
produced; and in the revision phase the draft is checked and revised.
Depending on the size and type of the translation job, further revision
cycles may be required, but one revision cycle tends to suffice in small-
scale translations, as in the current experiment.

However, in practice, translators vary greatly with respect to how they
produce translations [13]. While for every translation there is a drafting
phase, large variances can be observed between translators even within
the drafting phase. In this section, we shall look at two basic processing
patterns in translation drafting.

2 www.translog.dk
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Fig. 3. Zooming into a translation progression graph: source text (vertical) and trans-
lation activities (horizontal). ST fixations connected dots (blue) and keystrokes in time.
The graph plots translation activities of 20 seconds (ms. 186.000 206.000). It shows a
long reading pattern at the onset of the sentence (sec. 186-189) followed by a number
of parallel reading and typing activities. The larger hatched boxes represent produc-
tion units, the smaller boxes are fixation units. Fixation units largely overlap with
production units.
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Fig. 4. This progression graph shows translation activities of 24 seconds, which are
in the continuation of figure 3 for the same translator. Three reading pattern can be
observed: one at the onset of the sentence (sec. ca. 214-218), one in the middle of
the sentence (secs. 229-232) and a third before the beginning of the second sentence
translation (sec. 237-238). This graph shows alternating (serial) fixation units (reading)
and and production units (typing activities): a ST sequence is read and then typed.



Before a translation can be typed, a translator needs to read the ac-
cording source text passage. As a basic translation behavior we can thus
expect a loop in which a passage of the ST is first read and then the
corresponding translation is produced. Figures 3 and 4 plot two funda-
mentally different realizations of this basic behavior, where production
units (PUs) and fixation units (FUs) are either parallel (figure 3) or al-
ternating figure 4.

A PU is a span of time in which one or more keystrokes occur and
none of two successive keystrokes is separated by a pause longer than
a given threshold [24]. That is, a new production unit starts after every
pause in keystroke activities that is longer than the given threshold. In ex-
perimental investigations [13] and in line with other investigations [14,15]
we assume this threshold to be around 800ms to 1000ms. That is, a lapse
of time of more than 800-1000ms indicates a shift in the translators mind
to another textual unit to be translated.

There is a strong correlation between the number of PUs and the over-
all translation time. Table 1 shows that student translators produce more
and shorter PUs than professional translators, and that the translation
time increases if more PUs are produced. In addition, table 1 shows that
professional translators produce longer segments in time and in length,
while the speed in which characters are typed is approximately identical
for both groups, while figure 5 shows the relation between translation
time and fragmentation of translation production.

Professionals Students

av. PU duration in ms 3113 2216
av. PU length in chars 17.61 12.54
av. (PU chars/PU dur.) 5.44 5.70
median (PU chars/PU dur.) 5.61 5.53

Table 1. Average PU duration, length and typing speed for professional
and student translators.

In a similar fashion we fragment the stream of fixations into fixation
units (FUs). A FU is a sequence of two or more ST3 fixations where the
time interval between the end of one fixation and the beginning of the

3 Due to the fact that our software at the time of the experiments could not register
fixations and word-mappings in the TT window, we only have fixations, and FUs in
the ST.



next fixation does not exceed a given time threshold. Since reading is
generally less linear than writing, and likely to skip e.g. function words
[16], we also allow long saccades between non-adjacent words in the ST. A
FU border occurs either if the translator’s gaze leaves the the ST window,
or if two successive fixations on the ST are separated by a long gap in
time, which exceeds a predefined FU segmentation threshold.

FUs and PUs can either occur in parallel, at the same time (figure 3)
if the translator writes a translation while reading a ST fragment, or
sequentially, in an alternating fashion as in figure 4, where the translator
either writes or reads.

A parallel segment is defined as a FU during which at least one
keystroked is simultaneously typed, while an alternating segment is de-
fined as a FU during which no keystrokes occur. [13] found that student
and professional translators differ in their degree of parallel reading and
writing activity. Figure 6 shows the correlation between translation time
and the amount of alternating FUs: more alternating FUs go along with
longer total translation time.

Table 2 shows that only a fraction of the overall gazing time is spent
on the ST reading during translation, 20.3% 22.9% for Professionals and
Students respectively. These results approximate the findings of [17], who
measures 20% of gaze activities on the STC and [18], who finds that “far
the most attention is devoted to the TT”.

Professionals Students

#FU 652 634
ST reading time % 20.3 22.9

Parallel #FU 352 223
Parallel FU % 53.99 35.17
Parallel average dur. 1073 1428

Serial #FU 300 411
Serial FU % 46.01 64.83
Serial average dur. 1286 1588

Table 2. Parallel and serial translation (FU) for professional and student translators:
while students and professionals have approximately the same overall number of FUs
(first line), professionals show more parallel activities (352 FUs) and students work
more in a serial manner (411 FUs). The average duration of serial FU is longer than
the average duration of a parallel FU.

However, the average duration of the FUs differs with respect to their
types (serial vs. parallel) and with respect to whether they are produced



Fig. 5. The graph shows a strong correlation between the overall translation time
(horizontal) and the number of PUs needed to produce the translation (vertical).

Fig. 6. Translation time (horizontal) and number of alternating FU (vertical) for
students and professional translators. A strong correlation can be seen between the
number of alternating gaze segments and translation time. Students tend to show
more alternating segments than professionals



by students or by professional translators: Students have longer FUs than
professionals (roughly 20%) and serial FUs are longer that parallel FUs.

Whereas for professional translators half of the FU overlap with text
production (i.e. parallel production), this is only the case for roughly 1/3
of the student’s gaze pattern. Notice also that the duration of serial FUs
is slightly longer than the duration of parallel FU.

Since professionals need only 84% of the student’s time to translate
the texts, we suspect that the main factor that distinguishes student and
professional translators is the latter’s ability to better process in parallel.
This is confirmed by the graphs in figures 5 and 6.

According to [19], students struggle more with ST comprehension
than professional translators: in many instances, all attention is absorbed
by reading and understanding the ST, and thus no TT production can
take place at the same time. Skilled professional translators, in contrast,
may already start typing the translation of a passage when still read-
ing/understanding the end of that ST passage. Accordingly gaze patterns
on the ST and typing activities of the TT may overlap and translation
production time becomes shorter. Two types of behavior are thus to be
distinguished for computational modeling:

1. most of the translation drafting is monotonous: translators look only a
few words ahead into the ST position of what they are currently trans-
lating which leads to parallel activities. Much of the smaller transla-
tion problems, such as multi-word translations or local reordering may
be may be solved during by this process. The degree of parallel ac-
tivity depends on the typing skills of the translator. A touch typist
would show behavior similar to the one in figure 3 while a translator
with less developed motor skills would produce translation patterns
as in figure 4.

2. at some points extensive reading behavior can be observed signaling
more serious translation problems. For the experienced translator, this
seems to be triggered by a TT production problem rather than a ST
comprehension problem. That is, the ST is only understood to the
degree required to produce a translation. If, for whatever reasons, the
TT production fails with the given contents in the translator’s working
memory, the typing flow is interrupted, and the missing information
need be sought. This can lead to a re-reading of a ST passage which
needs to be verified or reinterpreted, or revision of the produced TT.

In the next sections we shall develop a computational model for the
first type of behavior.



4 Computational Cognitive Architectures

While there are a large number of computational models to reproduce the
translation product data (i.e. rule-based and statistical Machine Trans-
lation systems) there exists, to the author’s knowledge no computational
model of human translation processes. However, there are computational
models of reading [20,21] and computational models of writing [22]. There
exists also more generalized approaches to simulate the human mind in
general, such as ACT-R [8] or ICARUS [23]. The ACT-R architecture
adopts the view that cognition can be characterized as two distinct re-
sources: a declarative resource that serves as a storage memory for fac-
tual knowledge and a procedural resource that integrates information and
effects new behavior. In addition there are perceptual modules (motor,
vision, auditory, speech) in ACT-R. Cognitive architectures have been ap-
plied to model and explain a number of human faculties, such as planning
and problem solving, car driving etc.

More specialized models simulate certain aspects of human capacities.
John [22] suggests an “engineering model” of typing texts which consists
of three operators, a perceptual, a cognitive and a motor operator: the
perceptual operator perceives a written words and encodes it into a an
ordered list of letters, the cognitive operator initiates the characters in
the list and the motor operator executes the typing activity.

“The first three words are perceived with three perceptual oper-
ators; the spelling of the first word is retrieved from LTM with
the cognitive operator; and the letters of the word, and the space
following it, are initiated and executed in turn. ” [22][p.105]

These operators can work simultaneously: while a portion of the text is
perceived, another portion that is already encoded can be typed. However,
for a word to be typed it first needs to be encoded and perceived, and
there are no more than three words perceived ahead of the word which is
currently being typed. Hence, as the typist looks only 3 words ahead in
the text, no sentence understanding is required prior to typing - we shall
assume the same model to be applicable for undisturbed, monotonous
translation.

According to John, the perception of a word requires 340ms, the re-
trieval and encoding of that word takes 50ms and typing of each character
is between 30 and 230ms, according to expertise of the typist. Whereas
the duration of the perceptual and cognitive operators remain constant,
practice in typing increases the typing speed, i.e. inter-keystroke time. As
we will show below this cannot be verified for the translation scenario.



As for typing (copying), also for reading have been developed a num-
ber of computational models, most importantly the E-Z reader [20], and
as an ACT-R implementation the EMMA model [21]. The E-Z Reader
[20] provides a theoretical framework for understanding how word identi-
fication, visual processing, attention, and oculomotor control jointly de-
termine when and where the eyes move during reading, while EMMA [21]
is an implementation of E-Z Reader which is more general applicable than
only to model reading.

EMMA predicts the observable movements of the eye that correspond
to the unobservable shifts of visual attention. Visual attention begins
with a command from the cognitive processor to move attention to a
given visual object, whereas the visual system drives the eye movements
and saccade planning. For instance, a visual-object with the value “3”
represents a memory of the character “3” available via the eyes, not the
semantic THREE used in arithmetic a declarative retrieval is necessary
to make that mapping.

EMMA’s control flow distinguishes four processes: cognition that
drives shifts of attention, vision that shifts attention and encodes ob-
jects, eye-movement preparation that readies an eye movement, and eye-
movement execution that includes both motor programming and execu-
tion. These processes run in parallel. Saccadic programming and eye-
movement is, hence, decoupled from the shifts of attention.

As in E-Z Reader and in EMMA, also the vision module in ACT-R
has two subsystems, a “where” system and a “what” system. The where
system finds objects in the environment on the basis of spatial location
and visual properties and the what system identifies and “attends” the
object by placing a representation of it into a visual buffer, where “atten-
tion” refers to the process of integrating features that allows individual
words to be identified. In the next section, we shall describe an ACT-R
implementation

5 A Computational Model of Human Translation

Processes

We have previously introduced a distinction between translation processes

models and translation product models. While machine translation sys-
tems are computational models that simulate the relations between the
source and the target texts, a computational model of human translation
processes would seek to reproduce the sequence(s) of human translation



activity for a given translation. In this section we discuss two translation
process models, an ACT-R model and a statistical model.

The ACT-R model consists of 5 production rules (shown below) which
run in a loop and which simulate unchallenged expert translation. The
loop starts with searching for the location of the (next) word to fixate and
executes a saccade to that word (the “where” system). The rule “locate-
word” shifts then attention to the word looked at and recognizes the
fixated visual object. Next a retrieval operation encodes the object and
maps the form of the object to a (shallow) semantic representation. This
is sufficient to retrieve in the next production rule an associated trans-
lation to the ST word. Whereas the rule “translate-word” retrieves the
translation from memory, the rule “type-word” serializes the characters
of the word and enters them into the keyboard.

– locate-word: find physical location on the screen
– attend-word: shift attention to word
– encode-word: retrieve word from mental dictionary
– translate-word: retrieve associated translation
– type-word: serialize spelling and type word

ACT-R allows to proceduralize the retrieval actions in the two rules
“encode-word” and “translate-word” into one production rule by means
of a process referred to as “production rule compilation” which would
correspond to the behavior observed in expert translators. However, the
modelling bottleneck in this ACT-R model are the motor activities and
the keying of the characters: within ACT-R, it takes 250 ms to prepare
the typing action, 50 ms to initiate the typing action, another 100 ms for
the key to be struck, and finally it takes another 150 ms for the finger
to return to the home row. In a ten finger model, each inter-key time
may reduce to 200ms. A plot of the translation progression in a ten-finger
model is shown in figure 7. While the ACT-R translation simulation in
figure 7 is produced in exactly the same lapse of time (20sec.) as the
human one in figure 1, all keystrokes are equi-distant in time and and
there is exactly one fixation on each ST word immediately before the
translation is produced.

However, in our data we observe that many successive keystrokes are
separated by less than 200ms. Each keystroke-bigram seems to have their
own temporal distribution. Figure 8 plots inter-key times for the six most
frequent bigrams for Danish. For instance, the sequence “er” is most fre-
quent in our Danish keystroke data and most of these bigrams are pro-
duced within a delay of around 60 to 80ms. That is, the delay between



Fig. 7. The translation progression graph shows ACT-R simulation for
the translation in figure 1.

Fig. 8. Distribution of time intervals between the 6 most frequent suc-
cessive keystrokes in Danish.

Fig. 9. This translation progression graph represents the same translation
in figure 1 and figure 7 and is generated by means of the statistical model.



typing “e” and the following “r” keystroke is frequently around 60 to
80ms. The second most frequent keystroke bigram is “de” with a peak
production time of around 160ms and also less frequent keystroke combi-
nations (e.g. “rt”) have a peak around 190ms.

Since such statistical distributions are difficult to integrate into the
ACT-R model, we have also experimented with a statistical translation
process model. While a statistical model of the translation product (i.e.
a statistical machine translation system) seeks to find the best (or most
likely) translation T for given a source text S, a statistical model of
translation processes would produce the (most likely) reading behavior
R and writing behavior W for a given translation S −→ T . Thus, since
the translation S −→ T and hence the two texts S and T are known, the
translation process model can be formulated as follows:

P (R,W |S, T ) = P (W |R) ∗ P (R)

where:

– R: fn . . . fn fixations f on the source text S

– W : k1 . . . km keystrokes k producing translation T

We further decompose the complex writing behaviorW into sequences
of keystroke activities w1 . . . ws where each sequences of keystrokes wi

consists of inter-key times for the typing activities of the translation for
source word i, and where s is the number of words in S. The gaze activities
R are decomposed into sets r1 . . . rs where each ri consists of the ST
fixations which precede or occur simultaneously during the production
of translation wi. This decomposition of W and R leads to the following
equation:

P (W |R) ∗ P (R) =

t∏

i=1

P (wi|ri) ∗ P (ri)

Given the process data collected from 24 translators, we count for
each ST word i the number of translation-producing keystrokes C(wi)
and their associated ST fixations C(ri) and compute the translation pro-
cess probabilities as follows: P (wi|ri) = C(wi, ri)/C(ri) and P (ri) =
C(ri)/

∑s
j=1

C(rj). The most likely translation progression graph for the
sentence given in figure 3 is shown in figure 9.



6 Discussion

We compare the three translation progression graphs in figures 3, 7 and 9.
The human translation progression in figure 3 shows some reading activi-
ties before starting typing and towards the end of the sentence translation.
There is less reading activity in the middle of the sentence where some of
the ST words are looked at that are currently being translated.

In contrast to this, the ACT-R simulation in figure 7 has a very regu-
lar, static behavior: 200ms are needed for each inter-key time and there is
exactly one fixation on every source word immediately before it is being
translated. Even though the distribution of the keystroke events in the
ACT-R simulation and in the human translation are quite different, the
overall translation time is identical for both translations (20sec).

The statistical translation process simulation in figure 9 has a rhyth-
mical keystroke distribution, with longer pauses during sentence initial
typing of “Politiinspektor” and short inter key times towards the mid-
dle of the sentence, when translating the proper nouns. As in the human
translation (figure 3), there are sentence initial and sentence final reading
activities. This might be the reason why the statistical simulation appears
closer to the human translation than the ACT-R simulation does, even
though the overall translation time is 20% less.

Note, however, that these simulations only account for “undisturbed”
translation. As in the E-Z reader, EMMA and for TYPIST, higher-order
processes would only intervene when “something is wrong” and a signal
would be sent to stop moving forward. As for the eye-movement behavior,
we assume that cognition also drives translation and that typing move-
ment needs to be initiated and interrupted by meta-processes.

As discussed in section 2, meta-processes [6,7] guide the human trans-
lation process and interve during translation production. Just like the
E-Z reader [20] assumes word identification to be the forward “driving
engine” in reading, we view the monotonous translation behavior, as out-
lined here, to be the default translation process by which chunks of words
are knitted into larger target text units.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we have described two models for human translation pro-
cesses and defined production units in line with word boundaries. Source
text fixation activities are allocated along with the word production seg-
mentation.



Our data show that novice translators proceed in a more disrupted,
alternating fashion (figure 3) than professional translators do (figure 4).
However, in a previous study [24] we show that short sequences of
keystrokes are typed at a similar speed by novice and by professional
translators. This seem to indicates that keystroke are not individually
prepared, initiated and struck, but rather that sequences of keystrokes
are generated as small ‘programs’ where the preparation triggers an en-
tire sequence of keystrokes, irrespectively of the translator’s expertise.

These small motor ‘programs’ could be interrupted through atten-
tional shifts, for instance, if a spelling difficulty/uncertainty occurs, if a
typo was detected, if a different wording comes to the translator’s mind,
or if any other doubts occur. These typing programs can be quite long: our
data shows sequences of up to 6 characters, such as “iserne”, “ntlige” or
“ations” are typed in less than 600ms, with every inter-keystroke interval
less than 100ms. The typing programs do not always co-incide with the
spellings of words. More than 27% of the quickly typed sequences start
and end in the middle of a word while only 33% start and end at a word
boundary [24].

In future work we might seek to model production units which are in
line with the typing programs to be the “driving engine” for translation
where higher-order processes intervene in the target text production if
translation problems occur. The model should then be able to explain
and simulate regressions, revisions and corrections.
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